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410 responses

Accepting responsesSUMMARY INDIVIDUAL

Full Name (Surname �rst)
410 responses

Sarnaik Abdul Basit A Rauf

Bhatkar akash pralhad

omkar vilas burate

Saurabh haresh halaye

BELWALKAR NEERAJ RAJENDRA

HrutvikRajesh Goythale

Panchal Aniket Dinesh Dakshata

Kulkarni shivraj shivram

Pushkar dipak shinde

Gajamal omkar Dnyaneshwar

Shirgaokar Rajat Alias Niranjan Deepak

Gorivale Abhishek Sanjay

Dike pranay pandurang

kulaye sarvesh santosh

chodankar bhagyaraj babali

Gudekar Ashish Sunil
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Chavan Prajakta Prakash

Sakharkar Dipesh Deepak

Bhave hrishikesh prakash

Sajid Akhtar Khan

Tekawade Nikhil Hindesh

Jadhav

Rewale Pratap Suresh

Salunkhe Rakesh Satish

Kundiya Rahul Raju

Khedekar Dnyanesh Prasanna

Bhuvad Parag Prakash

Shirke Sagar Suraj

Khedekar shivam nayan

Sawal Rahul Rohidas

Bhosale prasad rajendra

Suraj Mangesh Jadhav

Mayekar Mahesh Digambar

Gokhale Unmesh Gopalkrushna

Dalvi suyog ramakant

Chavan Shubham Nandkishor

Pednekar aniket ananda

Dawate yogesh mahendra

Khetale Amey sudhakar

VASAVE POOJA DATTARAM

Shinde Ajay Balaso

Gotad Rushikesh Ravindra

Harekar Roshan Ramji

GHADE PANKAJ PUNDALIK

Pagade Shubham
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Patil pranay mohan

Naralkar Siddhesh Santosh

Patait Ishtiyaq Abdul Karim

Jojo Thomas

Shinde Ajinkya Ganesh

Siddhesh Ankush Halde

Palkar Shridhar Dnyandeo

Ghadi Sandesh Ramesh

Okate Ganesh Gangaram

Maduskar Utkarsh Sanjay

Panchal Pranit Prakash

Shirkar Aniket Anant

Oak Nutan Shirish

Mandalekar Pratiksha Ramesh

Shinde Sairaj Sanjay

SHIRKE PRASHANT PRATAP

BHOSALE SAGAR SANTOSH

Bhosale Suraj Ramesh

Dhamnaskar Siddhi Kumar

Jogalekar Soham Mandar

Gije Shrutik Anil

Gurav Prathamesh Prakash

Surve Sayali Pradip

Dhotre Akshay Gopal

wadkar

chivelkar karishma nilesh

Nigam Satyam

Dorlekar Aboli Nanda

Bhagwat Anuj Arun
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Bhatkar Altamas Abbas

murkar ganesh murkar

Harshal Prashant Padwal

Choughule Rajesh Nandkumar

Khamkar vedant shailesh

Juwale Niraj Uday

Badade Kaustbh Vinayak

Deokar Srushti Sandip

Naralkar Shubham Sanjay

Gotad Roshan Santosh

Hrutvik Rajesh Goythale

prasad sunil shinde

Pawar Shrutika Sandip

Indulkar Samruddhi Sudhir

Indulkar Samiksha Yashwant

mohd.faizan umar lalu

gupta roshani anil kumar

Sawant Saurabh Vishwas

Gujar Bela Anand

Kadam Rutuja Charudatta

Belwalkar Bhushan Dinesh

Amdekar chaitanya prasad

CHAVAN TANMAY RAMDAS

Pawar Rajanikant Ravindra

Pise Krishna

Chile

OTHER (289)
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Department
410 responses

Class/Year
410 responses

Semester
410 responses

First Year
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
EXTC Engineering
Instrumentation Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

8%

34.9%

20.5%

26.3%

FE
SE
TE
BE

11%

27.8%

31.7%

29.5%

I
II
III
IV
V

27.8%

32%
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A: About Syllabus

Choose appropriate option against each question based on your agreement
with the question. Excellent indicates strong agreement and Poor indicates
low agreement.

B: About Institute

Choose appropriate option against each question based on your agreement
with the question. Excellent indicates strong agreement and Poor indicates
low agreement.

V
VI
VII
VIII

11%

29.3%

Is the sylla…

Is the sylla…

Does the s…

Are books/…

Does the s…

Are t

0

50

100
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200
ExcellentExcellentExcellent GoodGoodGood SatisfactorySatisfactorySatisfactory PoorPoorPoor
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C. Other

Any other suggestions for improvement
171 responses

No

no

Please teach correctly

Good

No suggestions

No need for suggestions.. the do their job well

I would like to suggest that college should have proper dress code. For raising the standards having good campus
structure isnt enough for that quality of teaching should be raised. If possible try to discontinuous the unnecessary rules
because they are very annoying. College expects payments to be done on time and there are some �nes for late comers
too, but in case of refunding the money to student, college doesnt show that punctuality. Dont wanna comment about
hostel food because it has reached to that pathetic level.

There should be lectures on �nancial literacy and development in the �elds

Bus facility is very bad...buses are not cleaned properly.... Bus condition is not good.... , 
Canteen is not there.....

Construct the entrance road

All is good

Please repair enterance road

College timing

50

100

150

200 ExcellentExcellentExcellent GoodGoodGood SatisfactorySatisfactorySatisfactory PoorPoorPoor
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college timing

canteen should be there in college campus

Provide canteen for students.

Please repair entrance road and please open canteen facility

Start canteen for students

Want ATM machine, and canteen for snacks.....as early as possible....

Video lectures of faculties should be updated on intranet, so that if any lecture is missed or if the concept is not cleared in
class we can take help of that videos. 
It will be better if the video lectures are uploaded of the syllabus which may not be covered till term end.

Change mess

Need dustbins in collage campus

The college bus having from guhagar to velneshwar,please decrese the amount of that pass to 700,so that it is bene�cial to
the students which are comming from government bus.

should be improve in teaching techniqes

Su�cient time to syllabus complition.

teaching should be improve

the syllabus should cover more about practical knowledge than theorotical knowledge

Teaching should be improve

Need to become little more frank with students. 
And faculty should be ready to solve doubts of student in any condition means give �rst preference to student other than
any work.  
Thankyou.

should be improve in teaching techniques

the canteen facility should be relevant and it should provide more hygienic food , and teachers should focus on practical
knowledge rather than theorotical knowledge  

canteen facility should be upgraded

should be improve teaching techniques

laboratoriesa should be advanced and the hostel facilities should provide more comfort . staff should be more quali�ed
and should focus more in practical abnd they should study linking to whivch is helpful for carrer

college facilities should be improve

college facility should be improve

Take more practice for each subject

1) ..we have a best cateen ..but it is closed for long ...so we want it back with hygenic food. 
2)faculty should not be harsh with students.. ,they even too give respect to students.  
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3)we a have good bus service, but it is quiet expensive ,soo we all need a government bus service because it may resnable
to all of students. 
4)faculty should be �uent in their language to over come us.. 
 

teaching improve

drinking water should be clean every week 

give holiday on saturday 
drinking water should be clean by every week 
road near entry gate should be made good

Food quality is not satis�ed. So, improvement is needed.

Please open canteen

Give facilities of ATM Machines to students in campus

The college's busses are so dirty beyond the imagination. I will suggest to improve much more facility of bus

ATMs and canteens should be provided in college campus

Please provide us a proper Canteen inside the campus so as to avoid going out

PLEASE PROVIDE CANTEEN FACILITY.

Make proper parking space for vehicle in shadow..

Please provide us a proper Canteen inside the campus so as to avoid going out

Dress code for student.. we can't manage our formal shirt pant those are useless while outing ... Kindle register my
suggestion.. 

Nope

Need Parking shade

Please start the canteen again at cafeteria

Not satisfy about professor teaching skills and other visionary things

Please To improve the bus quality ,

I think the the University will have to improvise the other industrial related knowledge activities and many more things that
focuses on overall improvement in students and institution.

I think the university should provide modern technology related syllabus to get industrial knowledge.

ATM is required

need Parking shade and allow to wear jeans and t-shirt

Provide training and knowledge about new trends in market.

Placement activity should be held in our campus

Pratical approach should be taken into consideration..
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I think industry should includes modern technology to get knowledge.

Dressing freedom should be provided, 

Dress code should be provided. 
Canteen facilities are required for all student

Need campous

Campus interview should be done in our college for placement

1.give support to students not only paper work but also in a money for their extra activity 
2.Improve hostel mess facilities  
3.gym machines and equipment should be replaced or maintained properly

Students wants cultural activities to make the strong bonds between them. Please allow various festivals to celebrate in
our college.

1. Make something reliable and relevant that students can have their own opinions. 
2. If the cultural events and sports events are meant for Students then let it be their own perspective. 
3. All the time thinking about college welfare is not going to change anything, support the talents and Students efforts
whenever they are participating in any events . 
4. College has no regards for students talent or their initiative, they only care about college fees and name ( fame ) . 
5. Also the principal and other faculty members  only cares about students placement but they never think about the quality
that is required to any students to face the placement interviews. 
6. Although college is well named but it don't care about any maintenance required for students . 

Availability of ATM machine in college & allow veg - nonveg in college mess as well as canteen...

Need to maintain the Road and arrange the sitting arrangement in to the campus

All are good

No..

Improve Mess food quality

Xerox and cafeteria open at least college days in 9:30 to 5:30 
Xerox and cafeteria are not open at morning section

Provide ATM facilities for students .

Improve quality of mess

Remove the gate rule because that good for high school level not for degree college

provide canteen for student and also teacher's . 
rules are very strict than school and jr.colleges. 
 

ATM in campus

ATM in campus and Vehicle parking..

as consider of department management level of department is very poor. here is not chance for new skill development
relevant to recent technology

ATM MACHINE SHOULD BE AVAILABLE IN THE COLLEGE
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no suggestions

1)College ground should be constructed in a proper way. its dangerous to play on the college ground, so request the
management to look into this. 2) ATM should be installed in the campus.

improve �rst electrical department they are not providing any improvement facilities for there department students. some
faculties are doing politics against good faculties they gets directly affect student development also for there carrier.
Collage only looking for their economical pro�t and provide fake data about placement.

1. provide separate lab facility with all necessary accessories for research. 
2. Allow entry in library for student to see and choose the books. 
3. Provide good placement facilities.

1.Provide separate lab facility with all necessary accessories for research. 
2.Provide good placement facilities.

1. provide separate lab facility with all necessary accessories for research. 
2. Allow entry in library for student to see and choose the books. 
3. Provide good placement facilities. 
4. Proper dress code. 
5. Project lab open up to 8 pm.

Fake data of placements are provided. Misguidance, lack of communication and knowledge from various faculties. No
extra co-curriculum activities are encourage and supported. No support is provided neither economically nor technically for
any project activity by college.

1.Provide separate lab facilities with all necessary accessories for research 
2.provide good placement facilities . 
3.cleaning of classrooms, washrooms etc.regularly.

1)faculties plays politics within themselves.  
2)No training & placement is available, it should be availed. 
3)No skill development.  
4)For conducting a industrial workshops, the Institute looks their own economical pro�t & not of the students, and acts as
they are doing good things for the students.

ONE ATM MACHINE IN CLG CAMPUS IS REQUIRED

Canteen facilities in college is must

. 

Their is no facility of canteen

Add a canteen in College campus

Provide canteen in college campus...and an ATM machine.

OTHER (47)


